Why do organisations need a strategy?

Every organisation exists to achieve a goal or goals. The owners of the organisation decide the goal – explicitly in the case of organisations with concentrated ownership or, where ownership is diverse, implicitly by selling shares in companies with goals that are not meeting the owners’ approval.

Strategy is the process of selecting the organisation’s goals and developing ways to achieve them. It is typically characterised by being long term and uncertain. It is also an iterative process where different ways to achieve an organisation’s goal (goals) are tried and refined in an effort to become more effective. Most organisations exist in a competitive environment and must win by achieving their goals more effectively than their competitors.

Boards are responsible for governance. Broadly speaking, this includes oversight of organisational performance and compliance with all legal and regulatory requirements. There are three practice areas of importance to an organisation’s performance for boards to consider: strategy, risk and corporate outcomes (for example, financial results).

In a governance context, strategy refers to the decisions made by the board and management that determine how an organisation will meet its goals while responding to changes in its environment and allocating resources to meet those goals.

The process of strategic planning assists an organisation to enhance its understanding of where it is going, how it is going to get there and how it will know if it has been successful in achieving its aims.

What is a strategic plan?

Having a clear strategy is only the beginning. An organisation must also have a detailed plan for implementing the strategy and a set of measures to indicate how well the implementation is going.

A strategic plan is basically knowing where an organisation is going. It can be defined as a roadmap to sustainable value creation based on the best possible information available at the time. It addresses the long-term direction of the organisation by describing what it’s going to do and how.

Generally, a strategic plan’s time horizon will be three to five years. However, the planning horizon will depend to a large extent on the industry: a high tech company may have a horizon of 18 months whereas established utilities (for example, the water authority) may have a planning horizon out to 40 years.
What is the role of the board in strategy?

The law, Corporations Act 2001 s 198A (1), provides that:

“the business of a company is to be managed by or under the direction of the directors.”

Given the importance of strategy, it is not surprising that good corporate governance requires that:

“Usually the board of a listed entity will be responsible for ...providing leadership and setting the strategic objectives of the entity” and “overseeing management’s implementation of the entity’s strategic objectives and its performance generally.”

(ASX Corporate Governance Council’s Corporate Governance Principles and Recommendations 3e, commentary to Principle 1.1)

Strategy development may be shared between the board and management, but planning and implementing the strategic objectives are usually the preserve of management. The board will monitor that management has a plan, that the plan will advance the organisation towards its strategic goals and that implementation of the plan is delivering the desired results.

Justice Neville Owen (in ‘The Failure of HIH Insurance Report’, Vol 1, HIH Royal Commission, 2003) summarised that role as follows:

“Generally speaking, it is for management, rather than the board, to propose strategy. This is not an impediment to the board taking the initiative in an appropriate case. But management is best able to dedicate time to strategic thinking and is likely to have greater industry knowledge and experience. Nevertheless, it is the board’s responsibility to understand, test and endorse the company’s strategy. In monitoring performance, the board needs to measure management proposals by reference to the endorsed strategy, with any deviation in practice being challenged and explained.”

To some extent, the board’s role will also depend on the size and nature of the organisation. An owner operator business will have an owner who is usually more knowledgeable than other board members about the business and the industry. He or she will be best able to set goals and strategy but the board as a whole can add value by instilling a rigorous process and ensuring the plan is implemented. In listed companies, the strategy development is normally delegated to management and the board adds value through review, challenging, monitoring and oversight functions.

*Generally, the board’s main role is to collaborate with management in setting strategic direction, with consideration given to risk appetite, by deciding the nature and focus of the organisation.*

Boards work to identify strategies that can move their organisations from their current state towards a desired future. Boards must work with management to identify and agree:

- the process which will be adopted to develop and review strategy;
- the organisation’s goals – what does the organisation want to achieve? Is it trying to be the biggest, the most profitable, and/or focused on a particular area?
- the organisation’s present position in relation to its strategic goals; and
- what steps need to be taken if the organisation is to move closer to achieving its goals.

The old perception that boards simply ‘rubber stamp’ strategic decisions made by management has been replaced by a clear expectation that boards will be actively engaged in shaping their organisation’s strategic direction.

Every board should approve their organisation’s strategic plan. This will normally be a written document that can be used as a base for management’s operational or tactical planning as well as a benchmark that can be used by the board to measure how well management has implemented the chosen strategy.
It is possible for the level of board involvement in the development of strategy to change over time. For example, it is likely that a board will have greater involvement during times of crisis (for example, the sudden decline in organisational performance) or major organisational change (for example, the replacement of chief executive officer). Large businesses tend to have a strong and highly skilled executive team who can formulate the essence of strategic direction. In this case, the board’s role will centre on questioning, challenging and clarifying.

The strategic planning process may be summarised as follows:

**Formulation** – The first stage of plan formulation involves understanding the organisation’s current performance, usually done with the assistance of tools such as:
- SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats), or
- The Five Forces Framework (also known as Industry Competitive Framework). This framework helps an organisation focus its activities on the competitive environment. The five forces are:
  - Rivalry among existing industry participants
  - Relative bargaining power of customers and the customer supply chain
  - Threat of new entrants and barriers to exit
  - Relative bargaining power of suppliers and the supply chain
  - Threat of substitute products or services.

In the second stage, the board needs to confirm the organisation’s vision, purpose and objectives. Third, the board needs to determine where it wants the organisation to be in the medium to long term (strategic intent). Fourth, a strategy to take the organisation where it needs to go must be developed. Finally, some key measures of performance must be set to monitor progress with implementation.

**Approval** – The final decision on approval of an strategic plan rests solely with the board as the board is ultimately responsible for an organisation’s performance.

**Implementation** – This must involve both accountability (someone is responsible) and authority (responsible person has the power to get things done). Communication of the plan to staff is vital – if they don’t know about it or don’t understand it, a plan will fail.

**Review** – A strategic plan should be reviewed by the board at least annually or wherever there is a drastic change in the organisation’s or the industry’s circumstances.

**Questions the board may ask in relation to strategy might include:**

- What is the strategic intent?
- Have we considered all options?
- Have we thought ‘left field’?
- What are our cost constraints?
- What is our position relative to our competitors?
- What can we learn from other organisations?
- How can we be more innovative?
- Is the strategic plan considering what we need to do in the short, medium and long-term?

**How to develop and operate a strategic plan?**

A strategic plan is not only a record of what an organisation wishes to achieve but also an assessment of the organisation and its business environment. It creates a basis for matching resources to opportunities and threats. Developing a strategic plan is a process which usually involves four steps – formulation, approval, implementation and review. Each of these steps may involve the board.
What are some strategic planning models?

There are a number of different strategic planning models which are commonly used by boards, including:

- **'Basic' strategic planning** – This is a simple 'entry level' model which involves identifying a purpose, a mission statement, then identifying the objectives that must be met in order to achieve the mission. It is often used by small companies or a company which has not previously done strategic planning.

- **Goal planning** – This concentrates on defining more specific goals. Strategies and action plans are then developed and the necessary roles and responsibilities for implementation are established. This often follows on basic strategic planning.

- **Alignment model planning** – This emphasises the evaluation of programs that already exist, the resources that are currently available and the need for additional support. This is primarily for fine-tuning.

- **Scenario planning** – This focuses on 'what if' discussions. This is often used to assess the organisational impact that external forces can have – for example, competition, regulatory changes

- **'Organic' planning** – With this planning method, a global vision is determined, then there is an ongoing dialogue about what processes may be necessary to achieve it.

There are also a large number of strategic insight tools which boards can use in conjunction with management to better understand their market position and develop strategic plans (for example, McKinsey Matrix, BCG Growth Share Portfolio, Blue Ocean Strategy).

What is a strategic planning workshop?

One of the most common ways to undertake strategic planning is to have a workshop or 'retreat' where the board and senior management meet off-site for a couple of days to focus purely on strategy. Workshops are regarded as being effective practice tools to engage in strategic thinking and strategy development. They are most beneficial when conducted after an initial review or audit of an organisation’s strategic landscape and key data.

**Monitoring strategy**

Developing and implementing strategy is an ongoing process. A board cannot just ‘set and forget’. Rather, a board must:

- regularly review and assess the implementation of the organisation’s strategy by management;
- if appropriate, provide advice on the tactical approaches selected by management for implementing the strategy chosen by the board.

The board will usually make an assessment of the degree to which management has succeeded in implementing the strategy as part of the board’s normal oversight of management activities. However, it is possible for the board to place greater emphasis on the achievement of strategic objectives by:

- consideration of general organisational strategy as a standing agenda item at board meetings;
- making it compulsory for each board paper or presentation provided to the board by management containing a recommendation for further action for board approval to explicitly detail how the action proposed in the paper or presentation will impact upon the achievement of the organisation’s strategic objectives.